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ABSTRACT

We have previously shown that the material removal rate scales linearly with pulse rate up to 15kHz for pulsed UV-Iaser
ablation of polymers, giving the potential for substantial gains in processing speeds in ablative micromachining using high
pulse-rate UV sources such as frequency-doubled copper vapour lasers and frequency-quadrupled diode-pumped solid-state
lasers. These rapid processing speeds can be effectively utilised in direct-write UV-Iaser micromachining including
trepanning. In this paper we present studies of machining rates for trepanning of a strongly absorbing polymer (PETG), and
a weakly absorbing polymer (PMMA), aimed at establishing optimum conditions of pulse rate, linear write speed (laser spot
overlap) and laser fluence for maximum machining rates and high quality of the machined structure using a high-pulse-rate
(5kHz) UV-CVL. For fixed fluence and pulse rate, machining rates for PETG are found to be independent of write speed in
trepanning, however for PMMA machining rates increase for decreasing write speed (increasing laser spot overlap) where
cumulative heating leads to enhanced dynamic etch rates. In the latter case, while reduced machining times can be achieved
for high spot overlaps, this is generally at the expense of significant degradation in finish quality ofthe machined structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser micromachining is fast emerging as a critical manufacturing process for the production of miniaturised mechanical,
biomedical and electronic devices. Best suited to ablative micromachining of the polymeric materials most commonly used
are ultraviolet laser sources owing to the strong UV absorption of these materials, in many cases resulting in 'clean'
photodecomposition of the target material, thereby permitting micron resolution in the machined structures,

Common UV sources include excimer lasers (A.=248nm for KrF), frequency-quadrupled Q-switched Nd'· lasers ("-,,,266nm),
and frequency-doubled copper vapour lasers (A.=255nm). Excimer lasers are generally characterised by high pulse energy
(toomJ or more), low pulse repetition frequency or PRF (loo Hz), and low beam quality and coherence. By contrast
frequency-doubled copper vapour lasers (UV-CVL) are characterised by low pulse energy (-0. 1mJ) delivered at high pulse
repetition frequencies (up to 25 kHz) and with high beam quality (close to diffraction-limited). New generation all-solid
state UV sources based on cw diode pumping of Nd3

+ materials give similar output characteristics to UV-CVLs though
achieving high heam quality at high UV average power (eg > 1W) remains problematic.

The differing energy delivery characteristics of excimer and UV-CVLs enable complementary micromachining techniques.
The high pulse energies, large beam apertures and low spatial coherence of excimer lasers are well suited to large area
lithographic (mask-projection) machining of complex structures in solid polymers [l). By contrast the low pulse energies
but high PRFs and high beam quality of UV-CVLs make them most suited to direct-write rnicromachining, including
percussion microdrilling, trepanning, and micropatteming via rapid scanning of the sample relative to the focussed laser
spot [2],[3]. Direct-write micromachining under computer control is ideal for rapid prototyping and processes requiring
piece-to-piece variation,

In this paper we present results for direct-write micromachining of the solid polymer materials polyethylene terephthalate
glycol (PETG) and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), aimed at establishing optimum ablation conditions for maximum
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machining rate and quality. The two polymers were chosen for study as examples of a strongly absorbing material (PETG,
a-IO' cm'l) and a weakly absorbing material (PMMA, a_103 em") at the laser wavelength (255nm), as well as being
materials of practical interest.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The UV-CVL used in the experiments was based on a CVL oscillator capable of delivering up to l8W average power at a
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 5kHz, The pulse width was 30ns wide at base. An M=IOO unstable resonator was used
to give high beam quality output on the green (5Ilnm) and yellow (578nm) fundamental wavelengths. The diffraction
limited component of the 511nm output was frequency doubled in beta-barium-borate (BBO) as described in detail
previously [4]. In this case the UV-CVL reliably produced 700mW of essentially diffraction limited UV (255nm) at 5kHz.

As shown in Figure 1 the UV beam, after separation from the remanent (visible) CVL fundamental output, passed through a
precision circular aperture which was imaged by an f=50mm singlet lens onto the sample, with the calculated UV spot
diameter being 30~m. The energy delivered to the sample was attenuated using calibrated UV-grade neutral density filters.

Shutter
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Figure 1: Experimental arrangement used for micromachining of polymers

The samples were mounted on a closed-loop 2-axis computer-controlled positioning system (Physik Instrumente) giving
linear write speeds from <lmm1s up to 12.5mmls. Linear write speeds of up to 200mmls were achieved using a rotary motor
to spin the sample for trepanning of holes. The depth of machined (rectangular cross-section) grooves was measured using a
profilometer (Sloan Dektak 3030) for the thin PETG samples and an optical microscope for the thicker PMMA samples.
The uncertainties in groove depth were approximately ± 3% for the profilometer and ± 5% for the microscope.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are presented for trepanning of PETG and PMMA in which machining rates and quality are investigated as
functions of laser PRF, linear write speed (scan rate), and fluence in the laser spot. The effects ofPRF and linear write speed
are most conveniently represented through the spot overlap ratio, defined as the percentage overlap along the diameter of
the spot of successive pulses. For a given spot diameter, 90% spot overlap implies that successive UV pulses are laterally
shifted by one tenth of the spot diameter (ie 3!-lm for a spot diameter of 30!-lm). Accordingly a spot overlap of 90% at 5kHz
PRF corresponds to linear write speed (sample scan rate) of 15mmls for a 30Jlm spot, 80% spot overlap at 5 kHz
corresponds to 30mmls, and so on. The relationship between spot overlap and linear velocity for a 30Jlrn UV spot diameter
is displayed in Figure 2 for reference.
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Figure 2: Spot overlap (%) as a function of linear velocity (mm1s). The number of pulses incident on any particular spot on the
substrate, as a function of linear velocity, is also displayed on the right-hand axis.

We have recently reported detailed studies of UV-CVL ablation rates of PETG at PRFs from 0.75 to 15kHz and fluences
from <0.1 to 3J/cm' [5J. The key result of these studies is that etch rates (l'JIl/pulse) were found to be largely independent of
PRF for PETG (and other strongly absorbing polymers such as polyimide) within the normal range of fluences used for
ablative micromachining and for pulse sequences comprising up to about 100 pulses. It foHows that material removal rates
(nunls) scale linearly with PRF as illustrated by the data of Figure 3 relating to ablation at fluence 0.6J/cm' and
corresponding to an etch rate of PETG of O.451!m1pulse. For high PRF (>10 kHz) and long pulse sequences (> 100) there
was evidence of enhanced etch rates (up to 20% higher), attributed to cumulative heating of the sample and consistent with
the predictions of Burns and Cain [6J for strongly absorbing polymers. For UV (250nm) ablation of PMMA single-pulse
etch rates of -0.51!m1pulse have been measured at 0.6J/cm', rising to -4l'JIl/pulse at 4J/cm' [7J. However for the case of
PMMA. it has been demonstrated that dynamic etch rates can be significantly enhanced for PRFs as low as 100Hz in short
pulse sequences -10 [6]. This is due to the relatively large UV absorption depth (-lOl!m) of PMMA which results in
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Figure 3: Material removal rate as a function of (UV·CVL) PRF for PETG
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residual heating and incubation in the material immediately below the ablation boundary of the preceding pulse [6],[8]. Note
that in the context of trepanning or linear milling/scribing, spot overlap can be related directly to pulse sequence in static
ablation (eg a spot overlap of 90% corresponds to 10 pulses irradiating a particular point as the laser spot passes across that
point). Thus while cumulative heating effects are expected only for spot overlaps close to 100% in the case of PETG, such
effects are likely to be important in trepanning/milling of PMMA at quite low spot overlaps for the PRFs used here.

3.1. PETG

Single-pass material removal (groove depth in }lID) for trepanning in PETG is shown in Figure 4 as a function of spot
overlap for a nominally 30lJ.m spot size, PRF of 5kHz and fluences around 3J/cmz We have previously measured [5] the
etch rate in static UV-CVL ablation of PETG at 3J/cm' and 4025kHz to be 0.75lJ.m1pulse. and this value can be used to
calculate the groove depth as a function of spot overlap in single-pass machining; the results of these calculations have been
included in Figure 4 for comparison with the experimental data. Alternatively. the data of Figure 4 can be used to calculate
the etch rate (lJ.m1pulse) as a function of spot overlap: for example the etch rate at the data point corresponding to 95%
overlap is the groove depth 151-lml20 = 0.75I-lmlpulse. Etch rates so calculated are shown in Figure 5 as a function of spot
overlap: these demonstrate little deviation from the static value, indicating that cumulative thermal effects are of little
significance for ablation of PETG under these conditions.
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Figure 4: Single pass groove depths for PETG as a function of spot overlap.

Note from data also provided in Figure 4 that the groove width is just below 30l-lm in the limit of low spot overlap, but
broadens slowly to 40lJ.m at 100% overlap. This hroadening is attributed primarily to the finite slope of the outer edges of
the intensity profile of the laser spot resulting from the relatively high f-number of OUf image-projection system, which
rejects higher-order Fresnel zones [9]. We do not believe cumulative healing is a significant contributor as there is no
evidence of enhanced etch rate for these conditions, even at high spot overlap. as illustrated by the data of Figure S.
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Figure 5: Etch rate for PETG as a function of spot overlap as calculated from data of Figure 4.

We have investigated machining rate and quality in trepanning of precision holes in 751JIIl-thick samples of PETG film. A
comparatively large hole diameter of 2.7mm was chosen for ease of analysis; one revolution per second corresponds to a
linear (write) speed of 8.5mm1s which at 5kHz PRF equates to 94.4% spot overlap for the 30~m laser spot size (Figure 2
also displays spot overlap as a function of angular velocity). Data has been collected for a variety of laser fluences and spot
overlaps (write speeds). Sample data is given in Figure 6 which shows groove depth as a function of exposure time for 2
different spot overlaps of 60% (corresponding to speed 60mmls or 6.67 revolutions per second), and 92% (corresponding to
12mmls or 1.33 revolutions per second) for fluence 1.9J/cm'. The data show a linear increase in groove depth with
increasing exposure time or number of revolutions until hole breakthrough at the film thickness of 75J.1rn. Since the etch rate
is independent of spot overlap for PETG, the exposure time to complete the trepanned hole is expected to be the same for a
given fluence, independent of the rotation rate as is demonstrated by the data. For fluence 1.9J/cm2 the etch rate is
0.6~mlpulse, thus some 125 pulses are required on a particular spot to achieve breakthrough at 75~m. For spot overlap of
60% (2.5 pulses across the spot diameter), 50 revolutions are therefore required to complete the trepanned hole
corresponding to 7.5 s exposure time; equally 92% overlap win require 10 revolutions or 7.5s exposure time. In both cases
there is good agreement between the experimental observations of machining time and the predictions based on single pulse
etch rates.
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Figure 6: Groove depth with increasing exposure for 2 different spot overlaps



It follows from the above results that there is a wide range of choice in spot overlap. and thus rotation rate, in UV laser
trepanning of highly absorbing polymers such as PETG. The rather slow dependence of etch rate on fluence also leads to
relatively small change in machining rates: for example an increase of fluence by a factor of 5 from O.6J/cm2 to 3J/cm2 gives
an increase in machining rate of only 66%. However choice of tluence and rotation rate does affect the quality of the
machined structure which may be important in some applications. Scanning electron microscope images of the walls of
trepanned holes in PETG are shown in Figure 7. The wall of the hole on the left (Figure 7(a)), trepanned at a higher
fluence of 1.9J/cm2 at lower rotation rate -2 revls (spot overlap 90%), shows signs of rounding on the top edge indicative of
thermal damage, whereas for the hole on the right (Figure 7(b», trepanned at lower fluence O.5J1cm' and higher rotation
rate -7 rev/s (spot overlap 60%), has sharp edges indicating a structural resolution close to l/lm. In general improved
structural resolution can be achieved by either increasing the rotation rate (decreasing the spot overlap) at a given tluence or
alternatively by lowering the fluence. with relatively little impact on the machining rate.

(b)

Figure 7: SEM of trepanned hole wall in PETG for (a) moderate fluence 1.9J/cm2 and low rotation rate (90% spot overlap) and (b)
low fluence O.5J/cm2 and higher rotation rate (60% spot overlap)

3.2. PMMA

Single-pass material removal (groove depth in /lm) for trepanning 2.7mm-diameter holes in PMMA is shown in Figure 8 as
a function of spot overlap for a nominally 30/lffi spot size, PRF of 5kHz and fluences ranging up to !OJ/cm'. Also included
is a theoretical prediction of groove depth based on the etch rate for single -pulse ablation of PMMA at 5J/cm' and 9J/cm',
as well as data for groove width as a function of spot overlap for a middle-range tluence of 4.7J/cm2

. Note that while the
single-shot etch rate is a good predictor of groove depth at lower spot overlaps, the experimental data increase quite rapidly
above the theoretical prediction as the spot overlap increases beyond 70% (especially for the higher fluences). However
above 90% spot overlap the theoretical curve increases more sharply than does the data. an effect we believe to be an
artifact of the measurement whereby melted PMMA accumulates in the bottom of the groove resulting in significant
underestimate of the ablated depth.

Etch rates (J.U11Ipulse) derived from the data of Figure 8 are shown as functions of spot overlap in Figure 9. Note that data
relating to spot overlaps >90% are unreliable due to melt obscuring and/or reftlling the machined groove. The etch rates
measured for single pulse (static) ablation at various fluences are included for comparison with the dynamic etch rate data.
We see that the dynamic etch rates measured in the current experiments for PMMA are not independent of spot overlap as
in the case of the highly absorbing polymer PETO. but increase with increasing spot overlap from a base level at low spot
overlap. The observed enhancement of etch rate from the base is greater. and commences at lower spot overlap. for higher
fluence. The effect of melting is evident in the apparent roll-over in measured etch rate at overlap >90%; as shown from
data below (Figure 10) derived from continuous machining of grooves, the true dynamic etch rates at high overlap and high
fluence may be a factor of 2 higher than shown by the data of Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Etch rate as a function of spot overlap for various fluences measured in single·pass trepanning. Dynamic etch rates for
continuous trepanning at 5.lJcm-1 are included as solid circles.

Figure 10 shows the groove depth as a function of total number of revolutions for different spot overlaps, a fluence of
5.lJIcm' and a PRF of 5kHz for UY-CYL trepanning (2.7mm-diam) in PMMA. In contrast to PETG the machining rate of
PMMA (as reflected by the groove depth) is very much dependent on the spot overlap at the sample surface. Figure 10(8)
shows how the groove depth, and hence machining rate, increases as the spot overlap is increased: for example to trepan to a
thickness of 250/Lm at 43% overlap takes 4.0 seconds (or 40 revolutions at 10 rev/s), at 80% takes 2.8 seconds (10
revolutions at 3.5 revis, and at 93% takes 1.8 seconds (2.4 revolutions at 1.33 rev/s). At the lower spot overlaps the
machining rate ·is approximately constant (ie the groove depth grows linearly with machining time). For 43% overlap, the
measured machining rate corresponds to 6.2J.LIl1 per revolution. or approximately 3.6J.UI1/pulse. in good agreement with the
etch rate data of Figure 9, and indeed with single-shot data at this fluence [7]. For 84% overlap, the measured machining
rate rises to 25Jlm per revolution corresponding to a dynamic etch rate of 5 Jlmlpulse, significantly exceeding the single shot
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etch rate, but in good agreement with the data of Figure 9. In the case of93% overlap (104lJ.m per revolution) the dynamic
etch rate is estimated at 7.61..unlpulse, more than twice the single-shot etch rate. These three values for dynamic etch rate at
S.U/cm' have been added to Figure 9 for comparison with the etch rates calculated from single pass groove depth
measurements; the elevated etch rate measured for truly dynamic trepanning conditions confirms that for high pulse overlap.
the etch rates obtained from single-pass groove depth measurements are compromised by the partial refilling of the groove
by resolidified PMMA melt. Referring again to the data of Figure 10. we note that the machining rate appears to fall off
somewhat as groove depth increases: this is most likely due to change in the effective size of the laser spot. and therefore
decrease in fluence, as the groove depth increases.

The enhancement of machining rate for high spot overlaps is illustrated further in Figure 10(b), showing the total groove
depth in trepanning for a fixed exposure time at fluence 5.11/cm2 and 5kHz. For both data sets the effective machining rate
approximately doubles for increase of spot overlap from <70% to 95%.
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Figure 10: Groove depths in PMMA for continuous trepanning, showing machining rate dependence on spot overlap

The observed enhancements in dynamic etch rates and thus machining rates for trepanning of PMMA at high fluences and
spot overlaps are clearly manifestations of the cumulative heating effects previously discussed by Burns and Cain [6] for
multiple-pulse sequences in static ablation of weakly absorbing polymers. An undesirable consequence of cumulative
heating is melting and subsequent resolidification of material in the machined groove resulting in degraded finish quality.
The trade-off between machining rate and finished groove quality is illustrated in Figure 11, showing SEM images of
trepanned structures using 95% and 72% spot overlap. We see that while the machining rates for 72% overlap are a factor of
2 lower than for 95%. the trepanned grooves at the lower overlap have comparatively high edge quality and are quite free of
resolidified material. In practice spot overlaps up to 85% can be used to gain -20% enhancement in machining rate with
only minor degradation in machining quality.

Figure 11: SEM of hole wall in PMMA for F=5.IJ/cm', (a) 95% spot overlap and (b) 72% spot overlap (scale bar = 100"m)
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted studies of direct-write UV-CVL trepanning of a highly absorbing polymer (PETG) and a weakly
absorbing polymer (PMMA) at 5kHz PRF and a variety of write speeds (spot overlaps). The results for PETG show that the
single-pulse etch rate adequately describes the machining rate io trepanning independent of spot overlaps up to at least 95%.
As a consequence machining times for trepanning a particular thickness are the same for a wide range of write-speeds for a
given fluence in the laser spot. Minor degradation in quality of the machined structure occurs for high spot overlaps (>90%)
at high fluences but high quality can be obtained through choice of higher write speeds at lower fluence with very little loss
in machining ratc. The results for trepanning of PMMA show that the etch rate in high PRF machining is not constant but a
function of spot overlap. Data for single-pass machining is compromised by melting and resolidification of the material in
the machined groove at high spot overlaps but true dynamic etch rates can be estimated from continuous machining
characteristics. Results show that dynamic etch rates and therefore machining rates can be enhanced by a factor of 2 at high
spot overlaps (>90%) and moderate fluences (5J/cm2

). Under such conditions the finish quality of the macbined structure
may be degraded by resolidified melt, but good quality can be achieved by choosing lower spot overlaps (higher write
speeds) with some penalty in overall machining time. For both materials the high PRF of the (UV-CVL) source permits
machining rates at least ten times faster than for excimer lasers operating in direct-write mode. The results of these studies
are expected to apply to other direct-write UV-CVL laser micromachining functions for polymers including milling and
scribing, and to use of alternative high PRF ultraviolet laser technologies in direct-write mode.
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